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Course Outline


•  General introduction/motivation to the importance of water 
in biology 
•  Why is water so special: a look at its properties 
•  Biochemistry in Water (Acid-Base Chemistry) 

•  Poisson-Boltzmann/Debye-Huckle theory 
•  Hydrophobic effects in water 
•  Hoffmeister Series: how salts do different things in water 
•  Glass-transition temperature of proteins 
•  In-Silico modeling of water: bulk and with organic matter 



Some goals of this short course


•    Develop a general appreciation of the importance of water 
in biological systems. 
•   Understand the anomalous properties of water and if/why 
they are important in biological systems. 
•   Challenges of modeling water and water solutions from a 
computational/theoretical perspective. 
•   How to understand hydrophilic and hydrophobic 
interactions at a molecular scale. 



Some Useful References




The role of water has long been appreciated


“Water is the matrix of the world and all its creatures” 
 

Paracelsus 

“Water is the most fundamental building block of matter” 
 

Thales 

So, what is it that makes water so special and 
interesting? 

 



Molecular Biophysics: Soft-Matter systems

The Cell Proteins 

DNA 



What is the medium of this organic soup?

Water 

Hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions – why are these 
important? 

 
Is the structure and dynamics of a protein affected by water? 



Your daily interactions with 
water and protens




Your favorite cuppaccino?


What causes the foam on your cuppaccino? 

We need to understand the chemistry of milk and its 
interaction with bubbles …  



Milk proteins and air bubbles


Casein protein in milk: hydrophobic and hydrophilic parts 
 

What happens when you heat the milk? 
 

What happens to casein near bubbles? 



Frothing of pasta when you boil it


What causes the white froth when you boil pasta? 



What’s the key ingredient in Pasta?




Molecular origins of froth


Carbohydrate molecules 

Starch absorbs more and more water  
 

Froth is caused by starch being expelled into  
water after heating 

 
Hydrophobic/hydrophilic interactions … 



Mixing oil and water: Emulsions


How do you form Mayonnaise: mixing oil and vinegar 
 

Vinegar: Acetic Acid and Water 



How do we get the two to mix?


Lets see how we can use egg-yolk: Lecithin  

Amphiphilic: one side loves water and the other hates it 



Lecithin: prevents oil and water from separating


Interactions of water and molecule are critical 



Active role of water in 
biophysics




Antifreeze proteins


Antifreeze proteins in snow flea and fish 

What is the mechanism by which this occurs? 



Selectivity of Ion/Water Channels


Peter Agre: How and why do cells swell? 



Aquaporin Channels


Mechanism allowing for only water flow through 
channels revealed 



Having fun with some numbers!




Standard Ruler: Bacteria – E-Coli


What is the volume and mass of a single E-coli bacterium? 

What is the radius, volume and mass of an amino acid and 
protein? 

 
What are the typical energy and force scales? 



Standard Ruler: Bacteria – E-Coli




Standard Ruler: Bacteria – E-Coli


What is the volume and mass of a single E-coli bacterium? 

What is the radius, volume and mass of protein? 
 
 
 

What are the typical energy and force scales? 

1µm3 1pg

2nm 25nm3 30,000Da(grams /mol)

kBT = 0.6kcal /mol = 2.5kJ /mol = 25meV

≈ pNMagnitude of forces: 



A molecular view of the cell

How many proteins in the cell? 

30% of cell is dry weight (half of this is protein) 

Average protein contains 300 amino acids 
 

Total mass of protein is 30,000 Daltons 



Estimate how many proteins in the cell?


≈ 3×106Nprotein =
Total mass protein

mass per protein
≈
15×10−14g
5×10−20g

1Da ≈1.6×10−24g



Number of Water Molecules & Ions in Cell


NH2 0
=
0.7×10−12g
18g /mol

×6×1023

70% of cell is water 

molecules/mol 

≈ 2×1010 water molecules 



Number of Ions in the Cell


N
K+ =

100×10−3mol
1015µm3 ×6×1023 ×1µm3

≈ 6×107 potassium ions 

Concentration: 100 mM  potassium ions 



Implications of molecular 
crowding




The crowded interior of the cell


Ions, proteins, mRNA, lipids, water … 



What is the mean spacing between molecules?


The average spacing between molecules in the cell is 
approximately 10 nm  

2nM implies 1 molecule per bacterium 



100 Angstroms  between molecules/proteins


Crowded environment 
 

Water sandwiched between proteins: what length-scales? 
 

How long-range does a protein perturb water around it?   



Comparing Experiments to reality


In Vitro vs In Vivo Experiments 

What is the mean spacing between molecules in 
In Vitro experiments? 



Getting a sense of the 
timescales




Lets consider the cell cycle


Cell cycle takes about 3000 seconds 



Construction material to make new cell


Glucose Glucose 

≈1010 Carbon atoms needed to construct new cell 



How much glucose to absorb in a second?


Glucose Glucose 

≈1010 Carbon atoms needed to construct new cell 

1010

6×3000
≈ 5×105

Glucose molecules that need to be absorbed per second! 



How about the #proteins or #water?


dNprotein

dt
≈
Nprotein

τ cell
≈
3×106

3000
≈1000 proteins per second 

dNwater

dt
≈
Nwater

τ cell
≈
2×1010

3000
≈ 7×106 waters per second 

What is the rate of water uptake or protein generation? 

What about the flux? 



The Sweet-spot for energy/
length scales in Biology




Deterministic forces

Electrostatic interactions Elastic Forces 

Bending of DNA 

What is the energetic cost of … 

Breaking a hydrogen bond 



Strength of some chemical interactions


What is the strength of a covalent bond? 

300−800 kJ
mol

≈ c×10−20 J



Strength of some chemical interactions


What is the strength of a hydrogen bond? 

10−100 kJ
mol

≈
c×10−20

d
J



Confining an electron in a box


E = h2

8meL
2

Particle in a box 



Elastic Energy


Work required to stretch a 20:1 rod 

E = YA0Δl
2

2l0



Electrostatic interactions in water


Electrostatic energy depends on distance as well on dielectric 
constant  

+ -	
lB



Bjerrum length


At what distance does the electrostatic energy go as thermal energy 

+ -	
lB

e2

4πε0DlB
= kBT

e2

4πε0
≈ 2.3×10−28 Jm D = 80

lB ≈ 0.7nm

Specific biological interactions in water are critical 



What is the Bjerrum length for non-polar solvents?


At what distance does the electrostatic energy go as thermal energy 

lB ≈ 20.4nm
lB ≈ 7.4nm



Consider the Debye Screening Length


Counterions around negatively charged DNA 

Over what length-scales do the counterions feel  the 
potential from the DNA surface? 



Debye Screening Length in the cell


λD =
Dε0kBT
2z2e2c∞

c∞ = 200mM
λD ≈ 0.7nm

Screening length: sensitive to dielectric constant, 
temperature and concentration 



Van-der-Waals Interactions


Consider the interaction of neutral molecules 

Short-ranged potentials (decay beyond 10 Angstroms) 

Quantum mechanical motion of electrons in different atoms/
molecules are correlated 



Electrostatic Energy


Work required to build a spherical protein made up of 
singly charged amino acids 

E = kBT
lB
D
8R3

r4



Biological Processes: Thermal Energy

kBT
nm

= 4.1pN

Convergence of thermal and deterministic forces 



Sweet-spot of energy and length scales


Inter-conversion between chemical, mechanical, 
electrostatic energy is easily achieved at this length scale 
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A brief Review




The Cell Interior is Crowded 


Lots of water, proteins, ions etc … 



What is the mean spacing between molecules?


The average spacing between molecules in the cell is 
approximately 10 nm  

2nM implies 1 molecule per bacterium 



Sweet-spot of energy and length scales


Bjerrum Lengths depend on water – assuming a 
continuum dielectric picture 



What makes water so special?




Very high dielectric constant

Water has a very high dielectric constant 

 



How about the specific heat capacity?


Apart from ammonia, 
water’s heat capacity is 

large 
 
 

Not susceptible to 
large temperature 
fluctuations in vivo 

 



It has a high heat of vaporization


High liquid-vapor vaporization 

Sweating when you 
exercise is efficient 

 
 

A lot of heat required 
to change water to 

vapor 



Temperature-density dependence

How does the density change as a function of 

temperature/pressure for most liquids? 

Ammonia 



Di-methyl Ether and Methanol


Methanol Di-methyl Ether 

Density decreases with increasing temperature 



Thermodynamic Anomalies of Water


Density 

Isothermal 
Compressibility 

Heat Capacity 



Water is a universal solvent: peptide solvation


Acid-Base Equilibrium: 

NH2 +H
+ ⇔ NH3

+

COOH⇔COO− +H +

NH3
+

NH2

COOH

COO−



Solvation of Ions: hydrogen bonds

A lot of organic matter made up of hydrogen, oxygen, carbon 

A balance between enthalpic and entropic factors 

Acceptor & Donor 



Isotope/Quantum effects in Water


Moving from light to heavy water shifts the density 
maximum by about 7 degrees! 

 
Why should we care about this in molecular biophysics 



Heavy Water in Biology


Subtle changes in secondary structure 
 

Why would a configurational property change? 



Protein Denaturation: light vs heavy water


Denaturation temperature increased in heavy water 



Beyond classical statistical mechanics

What is the canonical probability distribution? 

P(rN , pN )α exp[−β(V (rN )+ pi
2

2mii=1

N

∑ )]

P(rN , pN )α exp[−βV (rN )]exp[−β pi
2

2mii=1

N

∑ ]

P(rN , pN ) = P(rN )P(pN )

Mass dependence on P(r)? 
 

Signature of quantum effects 



Zero-point energy of water


hw >> kBT
What is the zero-point energy of the O-H bond? 

ZPE of O-H bond is 0.2 eV 



Glimpse into role of nuclear quantum effects 


Structure and Momentum Distribution 



How Solvent Can Affect Free Energy




Back to the basics of Water




What is the building block of water (solid/liquid)?


Network of Hydrogen Bonds 
 

Hydrogen bond: H-O - - - - H 
 

Hydrogen bond: Mostly Electrostatics (caused by 
differences in electronegativity …) 



Hydrogen bonds


Geometrical features of Hydrogen Bond 



What is the De-broglie Wavelength of H?


λ =
h

8kBTm /π
≈ 0.3A

o



The PES of Hydrogen Bonds


Note binding energy 



The PES of Hydrogen Bonds


Angular Dependence 



Dipole Moment of Water


Where does the enhancement of the dipole come from? 



Energetic Contributions to H-Bond




Relative Contributions to Energy 


Binding Energy Dominated by Electrostatics and 
Induction 



Ice vs Water: What changes to the network?


How does the water change near a protein or DNA 
molecule? 



The Phase Diagram of Water

Very rich P-T phase diagram 

Solid (Ice), Liquid (Water) 
and vapor phases 

 
 

What’s peculiar about 
the phase diagram of water? 

 
 

Regions relevant to biology? 



What makes Water’s Phase Diagram Special


Water Most materials 

What is the difference? 



How to understand this from thermodynamics

Starting from Gibbs-Duhem Equation 

SdT −VdP + ndµ = 0

dµ = −SdT +VdP
µa = µb

dµa = −SadT +V adP

dµb = −SbdT +V bdP

(Sa − Sb )dT = (V a −V b )dP

dU = TdS −PdV +µdn
U = TS −PV +µn



The Clapeyron Equation


dP
dT

=
ΔS
ΔV

=
ΔH
TΔV

When ice melts it contracts, thus ice floats on water 
 

Thermodynamic language but what about 
atomistic-microscopic description? 



The Pair Correlation Function – RDF


The pair-correlation function (g(r)) 



Consider the structure of simple liquids


Consider liquid density around a particle 

V ≈
σ
r12

−
σ
r6

V = 0(r >σ );V =∞(r ≤σ )

Lennard Jones Liquid 

Hard spheres 

How do you think the RDF would look? 



Lennard-Jones Liquid vs Hard Spheres


Similar short-range oscillations 

Steep-repulsive core affects the packing 



Attractive forces don’t do much to the structure


Similar short-range oscillations with attractions 



What about liquid water?


Similar structuring but different molecular origin: What is 
the difference? 

 
RDFs above from Experiments 



RDF: Equilibrium Distribution Functions


Canonical Probability Density for N particles: 

f
0

N (rN , pN ) = exp[−βH (r
N , pN ]

N!h3NQN (V,T )

f
0

N (rN , pN ) = Λ
h

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
3N

exp[−βKN (p
N )] exp[−βVN (r

N )]
ZN (V,T )

Configurational and Momentum distributions factor 



n-body probability density


PN
(N ) (r1,....., rN )dr1....drN =

1
ZN

exp[−βVN (r1,....rN )]dr1....drN

Probability of finding particle      in a volume    
around    , particle    in a volume      around    etc. 

1 dr1
r1 2 dr2 r2

PN
(n) (r1,....., rn ) = ... PN

(N )∫ (r1,....., rN )drn+1....drN∫

n-particle probability density 



What happens far away from each other?


ri − rj →∞

PN
(n) (r1,....., rn ) ≈ PN

(1)(r1)...PN
(1)(rn )

gN
(n) (r1,...., rn ) =

PN
(n) (r1,....., rn )

PN
(1)(ri )

i=1

n

∏

n particle distribution function (consider what 
happens when all mutual distances increase) 



The radial distribution function


PN
(1)(r1) =

N
V
= ρ

gN
(2)(r1, r2 ) =

PN
(2)(r1, r2 )

PN
(1)(r1)PN

(1)(r2 )

gN
(2)(r1, r2 ) =

PN
(2)(r1, r2 )
ρ2

For homogeneous system 

Isotropic, spherically symmetric 

g(r) = PN
(2)(r1, r2 )
ρ2



Various RDFs of water obtained from experiment 




How would the pair-correlation 
functions look like for ice, liquid 

water and vapor?




Why the RDF is such a special quantity?


E = 3
2
NkBT + V

V (r1,...., rN ) =
1
2

v( ri − rj ) =Vpair (r1,...., rN )
i, j,i≠ j
∑

V =
1
2ZN

dr1....drNv( ri − rj )∫
i, j,i≠ j
∑ e−βVpair (r1,....rN )

V =
N(N −1)
2ZN

dr1....drNv( ri − rj )∫ e−βVpair (r1,....rN )

Total potential energy of the system 



Why the RDF is such a special quantity?


V =
1
2

dr1 dr2v( r1 − r2 )∫ N(N −1)
ZN

dr3....drNv( ri − rj )∫ e−βVpair (r1,....rN )
⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

V =
1
2

dr1 dr2v( r1 − r2 )∫ P(2)(r1, r2 )

V =
N 2

2V 2 dr1 dr2v( r1 − r2 )∫ g(2)(r1, r2 )

r = r1 − r2,R = (r1 + r2 ) / 2

V =
N 2

2V 2 dr1 dr2v( r1 − r2 )∫ g(2)(r1, r2 )

V =
N 2

2V 2 dr dRv(r)∫ g(2)(r,R)

V =
N 2

2V 2 dr4πr2v(r)g(r)
0

∞

∫



How about the Pressure?


P = 1
β
∂ lnQ
∂V

P = 1
βZN

∂ZN

∂V
=

N
V
+
β
3V

ri •Fi
i=1

N

∑
⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟
1
β

P
kBT

= ρ −
ρ2

6kBT
dr4πr3u '(r)g(r)

0

∞

∫

Pressure of the system from RDF 



Entropy from the RDF


Sexc = S − Sid

S2 = −2πρkB g(r)lng(r)− g(r)+1[ ]r2 dr
0

∞

∫

Sexc = S2 + S3 + S4 +...

Multi-particle expansion of the entropy 

Karplus and co-workers (and references therein) 



Number of Neighbors within a radial shell


∫=
R

rgrdrRN
0

2 )(4)( πρ =  number of neighbors out to distance R. 

)(rg

1

r	

1st solvation shell 



How does Coordination # Change for Water?


How does the running coordination number change 
going from Ice to Water to Gas? 



What Happened to the Orientational Correlations?




Acid-Base Chemistry of 
Proteins




Chemical Equilibria in Watery Environments 


Water can ionize forming hydronium and hydroxide 

Proton exchange between amino acids and water & from one amino 
acid to another 



pH has a huge effect in biology




pH has a huge effect in biological systems

pH: a measure of the proton (H+) concentration 

Effect of pH on conformation of proteins 

pH = 7.5 

pH = 5.5 



Connection between pH and Cancer?


Dr. Warburg: Nobel Prize in Medicine 



Hydrogen-Deuterium Exchange


Labile/exposed hydrogens exchange quickly (exposed side-chains)  

Buried parts of the protein exchange more slowly 

Solvent accessibility and hydrogen bonding strength 



A quick re-cap


What makes the length-scale at which biological processes 
 occur so special? 

How would the pair correlation function for water change from solid 
to liquid to gas phase? 

 
What makes water such an anomalous liquid? 

 
What properties can one derive from the RDF? What assumptions 

does one make when doing this? 
 



How Solvent Can Affect Free Energy




Equilibrium constants from Statistical Mechanics


A⇔ B
Consider states of the molecule coming from two groups 

 
What is the total partition function of the single molecule? 

A molecule that can interconvert between two states A and B: 

q = e−βε j =
j
∑ e−βε j

j∈A
∑ + e−βε j

j∈B
∑ = qA + qB



Consider an Ideal Gas with Boltzmann Statistics


Consider N such molecules in the Boltzmann approximation 

Q(N,V,T ) = q
N

N!
=
(qA + qB )

N

N!
=
1
N!

N!
NA!(N − NA )!NA=0

N

∑ qA
NAqB

(N−NA )

=
qA
NAqB

(N−NA )

NA!(N − NA )!NA=0

N

∑

The probability of finding         molecules and        molecules is NA NB

PNA
=
Q(NA,NB,V,T )
Q(N,V,T )

,NB = N − NA



We want to get a ratio of NA to NB


lnPNA
= NA lnqA + (N − NA )lnqB − ln(NA!)− ln(N − NA )!+....

lnPNA
= NA lnqA + (N − NA )lnqB − NA lnNA + NA

−(N − NA )ln(N − NA )+ (N − NA )+...

Find the most probable value of NA 

d lnPNA

dNA

= lnqA − lnqB −1− lnNA +1+ ln(N − NA )+1−1= 0

⇒ lnqA − lnqB = lnNA − ln(N − NA )
NA

N − NA

=
NA

NB

=
qA
qB



The chemistry of water


H2O                   H+ + OH- 

How many moles in one Kilogram or one Liter? 

1000g / L
18g /mol

= 55.5M



The chemistry of water


H2O                   H+ + OH- 

[H + ][OH − ]
[H2O]

=
[H + ]0[OH

− ]0
[H2O]0

e(−βΔG )



pH of water under standard conditions


[H + ]0 = [OH
− ]0 =1M

µ
H +
0 +µ

OH −
0 −µH2O

0 ≈ 80 kJ
mol

KW ≈ [H + ][OH − ]=1.0×10−14M
[H + ]=1.0×10−7M
pH = − log10[H

+ ]



How does the Kw change with T and P?


Increase in T enhances dissociation of Water 
 

Increase in P enhances the dissociation of Water 



pH as a function of distance between H+

How does the distance between H+ change with pH? 

At pH=7, distance between the ions is about 250nm! 
 

Decreases drastically with drop in pH 



The Eigen-De Maeyer Model:  Time Reversed Process 


Bulk-like 
diffusion 

Bulk-like 
diffusion 

€ 

λ =
e2

4πε 0ε rkBT
(7 Angstroms) 



What is the Diffusion Constant of H+?


DK+ ~1.96×10
−5cm2 / s

D =
kBT
6πηR

H+ hydrodynamic radius similar to K+ 



What is so special about Proton Diffusion?


How does a Na+ or K+ ion diffuse? 

Compare diffusion constant of K+ vs H+ 

DK+ ~1.96×10
−5cm2 / s DH+ ~ 9.31×10

−5cm2 / s



Recombination of H+ and OH- in water




Time-reversed process of Ionization


Collective fluctuations of proton-wire 

Proton Hopping (Grotthuss Mechanism): 
different from hydrodynamic diffusion 



What does Acid vs Basic Mean?


If the concentration of protons equals that 
of hydroxide ions? 

Acidic conditions means that the 
concentration of protons must be greater 

than that of hydroxide ions 

Basic conditions means that the 
concentration of hydroxide ions is greater 

than protons 



Strong vs Weak Acids


HM                   H+ + M- 

General Acid General Base 

HCl                   H+ + Cl- 

What does this mean in terms of the acid dissociation concentration of 
reactants/products? 

 
What about for a weak acid? 



Consider Acetic Acid


Total Charge = 0 Total Charge = -1 



Acid-Base Equilibria of Biomolecules


HM                   H+ + M- 

General Acid General Base 

Kd =
[H + ][M − ]
[HM ]

pK = − log10 Kd

Tendency of a molecule to undergo dissociation 



Henderson-Hasselbach Equation


Kd =
[H + ][M − ]
[HM ]

pK = − log10 Kd

− log10 Kd = − log10[H
+ ]− log10[M

− ]+ log10[HM ]

pH = pK + log10
[M − ]
[HM ]

Different molecules have different pKa’s based on the chemistry 



pKa is an important concept for amino acid charge

What sites on an amino acid can act as conjugate acids or bases? 

 
The side chains of some groups: 

 



The ends of the  amino acid are also titratable


The N and C termini can exchange protons with the solvent 

The above is the charge state at pH near 7 

What would happen at very low pH? 
 

What would happen at very high pH? 



Charge of Amino Acids tuned by their pKa’s




Lets take the simple case of Lysine


pKa =10.53

pH = pK + log10
[M − ]
[HM ]

pH = 5

Lysine as a  

What is the charged state of Lysine at  ? 

What is the charged state of Lysine at  ? pH =12



At pH = 5 …


pH = pK + log10
[M − ]
[HM ]

5−10.53= log10
[M − ]
[HM ]

[M − ]
[HM ]

=10−5.53 <1

[M − ]< [HM ]

NH3
+ ⇔ NH2 +H

+ NH3
+ >> NH2

At pH 5, Lysine is protonated with a charge of +1 



At pH = 12 …


pH = pK + log10
[M − ]
[HM ]

12−10.53= log10
[M − ]
[HM ]

[M − ]
[HM ]

=101.47 >1

[M − ]> [HM ]

NH3
+ ⇔ NH2 +H

+
NH3

+ ⇔ NH2 +H
+

At pH 12, Lysine side chain is neutral 



The total charge is also tuned by the N/C termini

Lets take Alanine, whose side chain cannot be titrated 

pK1 = 2.34, pK2 = 9.69

How does the molecule change as a function of pH?  



In-Class Exercises 


Determine the Total Charge of the Following 3 Amino Acid 
Sequences 

 
at pH=2, pH=7 and pH=13 

a) KWK 
 

b) EWE 

c) GWA 



General rules to determine dominant charged state


If pH  is less than the pKa of a particular group, 
then the dominant state will be a ………….? 

If pH  is greater than the pKa of a particular 
group, then the dominant state will be a ………….? 



pKa’s of RNA bases




The Isoelectric Point of a Protein (pI)


pH at which the total charge of a protein is Zero 

Isoelectric focusing: a way to 
separate proteins based on the 

difference in their pI 



What determines the pKa of a particular group?


Consider an ionizable residue buried inside a protein vs 
being exposed to the solvent 

 
 

What would cause the pKa to be shifted or different from 
what it is when exposed to the solvent? 

 
 

Lets consider Lysine and think about what would change 
the pKa 



Magnitudes of pKa shifts observed




How are pKa shifts  determined?


HA(aq)                    H(aq)+ + A(aq)- 

Ka =
[H + ][A− ]
[HA]

pKa = − log10 Ka

pKa =
ΔGaq

ln10RT

Thermodynamic Cycle 



pKa’s from Ab Initio Simulations




Gas-Phase vs Solvent: N and C termini


Zwitterionic vs Non-Zwitterionic 



Osmotic Pressure




Curing Meat Since the Good Ol’ Days




Osmotic Pressure in Food Preservation


Why does drying/salting preserve food? 



Osmotic Pressure

The tendency of a solution to suck up water by osmosis 



Isotonic, Hypotonic and Hypertonic Solutions


Isotonic: molar concentration of solute in cell is equal to that outside 

Hypotonic: molar concentration of solute in cell is larger than that outside 
 

Hypertonic: molar concentration of solute in cell is smaller than that 
outside 



Effects of osmotic pressure




Van’t Hoff Formula


∏ = iCRT

Relationship between Pressure and Concentration  

PV = nRT



Osmotic Pressure from chemical potential




Chemical species in solution

What is the chemical potential of a dilute solution? 

 
Lets start with a simple lattice model for ideal solutions: 



Chemical potential of solute in water


NH2O

NS

Number of water molecules 
 

Number of solute molecules 

µsolute =
∂Gtot

∂Ns

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
T ,p

Gtot = NH2O
µH2O
0 + Nsεs −TSmix

Water free energy         solute energy   mixing energy 

             Solutes do not interact 



How to extract the mixing entropy?

What are the number of ways of arranging            and          on the lattice 

sites? 
NH2O NS

S = kB lnW

W (NH2O
,NS ) =

(NH2O
+ NS )!

NH2O
!NS !

Smix = kB ln(NH2O
+ NS )!− lnNH2O

!− lnNS !⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

Smix ≈ kB
(NH2O

+ NS )ln(NH2O
+ NS )− (NH2O

+ NS )
−(NH2O

lnNH2O
− NH2O

)− (NS lnNS − NS )

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

Smix ≈ kB NH2O
ln 1+ NS

NH2O

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟+ NS ln

NS

NH2O

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

Smix ≈ kB −NS ln
NS

NH2O

+ NS

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟

Gtot (T, p,NH2O
,NS ) = NH2O

µH2O
0 (T, p)+ NSεS (T, p)− kBT −NS ln

NS

NH2O

+ NS

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟



The solute chemical potential …


µsolute =
∂Gtot

∂Ns

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

µS = εs + kBT ln
c
c0

c = NS

Vbox
,c0 =

NH2O

Vbox

µi = µi0 + kBT ln
ci
ci0



Osmotic Pressure from chemical potential


µH2O=
∂Gtot

∂NH2O

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟

µH2O
(T, p) = µH2O

0 (T, p)− NS

NH2O

kBT

µH2O
0 (T, p2 ) = µH2O

0 (T, p1)−
NS

NH2O

kBT

Solute free side                     Solution side 

Gtot (T, p,NH2O
,NS ) = NH2O

µH2O
0 (T, p)+ NSεS (T, p)− kBT −NS ln

NS

NH2O

+ NS

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟



Pressure difference related to # of solute particles


µH2O
0 (T, p2 ) ≈ µH2O

0 (T, p1)+
∂µH2O

0

∂p

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟(p2 − p1)

∂µ
∂p
⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟=ν

p2 − p1( ) = NS

V
kBT

V = NH2O
ν

Osmotic pressure defined in terms of concentration solute 

Volume per molecule 



What is the osmotic pressure of a bacterium cell?


Recall that the number of inorganic ions is roughly 100mM 
 

Number of inorganic ions in the cell is  6×107

c ≈ 6×10
7molecules
109nm3 ≈ 0.06molecules

nm3

0.06molecules
nm3 × 4 pn

nm−1 = 0.24
pn
nm2

0.24 pn
nm2 ≈ 2.5atm



What’s the big deal behind osmotic pressure?




Electrostatics in Water, 
Poisson Boltzmann 

Theory




Electrostatic Interactions in water

What is the electrostatic force between two charges 

F = 1
4πε0D

Q1Q2

r2



The dielectric constant: D

Electrostatic interactions in water are screened 

The force experienced by the ion/charge is reduced compared to 
vacuum because of screening 

What happens when I put polar molecules in an electric field? 



What is the effect of the collective polarization?


E = E0 −Eind

Eind =
P
ε0



What is the effect of screening?


E = E0 −Eind

Eind ∝P
P = χeE

E0 = (1+ χe )E =κeE
κe = (1+ χe )

The electrical susceptibility which is always greater than zero 

E = E0
κe

< E0



Poisson-Boltzmann 
Theory




How do Ions & Water Behave Near Charged Surfaces
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Stern Layers Near Charged Surfaces


1


Bockris, Reddy, Galdoa-Aleco 
Modern Electrochemistry, Vol.2 p.883 Yuan et al., Electrophoresis 28:595 (2007) 



Dealing with electrostatics of salty solutions


Consider negatively charged DNA 
 

How exactly do the positive ions organize themselves 
around the DNA? 



Poisson-Boltzmann Theory

A theory that combines the Poisson Equation and Boltzmann’s 

Equation 

Planar, negatively charge surface, positive and negative ions 
 

What is the charge density and the potential distribution? 



Poisson’s Equation


∇⋅E = ρ
ε

−∇⋅∇V =
ρ
ε

∇2V = −
ρ
ε

Gauss’s Law 

Poisson’s Equation 



Poisson-Boltzmann Equation


∇2V (x) = − ρ(x)
Dε0

c+(x) = c∞e
−zeV (x )/kBT

c−(x) = c∞e
zeV (x )/kBT

ρ(x) = zec+(x)− zec−(x)



Poisson-Boltzmann Equation


∇2V (x) = − ρ(x)
Dε0

d 2V (x)
dx2

=
zec∞
Dε0

ezeV (x )/kBT − e−zeV (x )/kBT( )

V(x) is the electrostatic potential 



Debye-Huckel Theory


d 2V (x)
dx2

=
zec∞
Dε0

ezeV (x )/kBT − e−zeV (x )/kBT( )

e±zeV (x )/kBT =1± zeV (x)
kBT

V (x)< kBT
e

= 25mV

Is this a fair approximation to make? 
 

When would it breakdown? 



Solution to Debye-Huckel Equation


d 2V (x)
dx2

=
2z2e2c∞
Dε0kBT

V (x)

V (x) = Ae−x/λD +Bex/λD

λD =
Dε0kBT
2z2e2c∞

This is known as the Debye-Screening length 



Physical effects of screening length


λD =
Dε0kBT
2z2e2c∞

When is screening better? 

When is screening worse? 



Typical Values of the Debye Screening Length


λD =
Dε0kBT
2z2e2c∞

100mM ⇒1nm
10mM ⇒ 3nm
1mM ⇒10nm



How do we solve for A and B?


V (x) = Ae−x/λD +Bex/λD

x→∞,V (x)→ 0⇒ B = 0

Ex (0) =
σ
ε0D

Ex (x) = −dV (x) / dx

A = σλD
Dε0



Finally the potential and charge density …


V (x) = σλD
Dε0

e−x/λD

ρ(x) = − σ
λD

e−x/λD

Exponential dependence 



What would the numbers look like in the cell?


c∞ = 200mM
λD ≈ 0.7nm

What does this mean and why should we care? 

+	

Is this even true? 



How much does a protein perturb its environment?


Water dynamics around protein perturbed up to 1-2 nm 

Hydration shell maybe much larger than what we think 
(why?) 

 
What about in a crowded environment like a cell? 



Long-range collective modes in water


Hydration funnel 

THz vs IR: high vs low 
frequency modes 

Martina Havenith 



Is it Water in Biology 
or Biological Water?


How are protein and solvent motions/fluctuations coupled? 

How does the structure and dynamics of water change near 
a protein? 



Ice-Berg Water Around Protein?


D =
kBT
6πηr

;33ns;14ns



Fluorescence Stokes Shift Experiment


time 
slow component 
~ 50-100 ps 

0 Gaussian “inertial response 
~ 25fs in calculations 

water libration ~ 1-2ps 



What happens in the Hydration Shell?




Sub-diffusive dynamics or slow down?


r(t) 2 ~ tα



Geometrical Disorder vs Electrostatics?




Explanations for slow component

Biological Water 

Rotational Immobility of waters 
in hydration shell. Relaxation 

requires water molecules 
moving in and out of hydration 

shell 

Bagchi-Zewail (2002) 

Halle (2005) 
Slow component 

comes from 
protein  

dynamics since 
water “looks” flat. 



MD Simulations of Stokes Shift Experiment


Induce excitation of Chromophore 
 

Simple empirical models used for both  
protein and water 

Protein Peptide 



MD Simulations in 2006


Producing a one nanosecond 10 years ago was already an achievement! 



Competition between Protein and Water

Peptide Water 

Anti-correlation 
between Indole- peptide 

and water energies 



Non-Equilibrium vs Linear Response


[ ][ ]2)0()0()(1)( ↓↓↓ −≈ ννν hhth
Tk

tS
B

)0()()( ↑↓ −= νν hthtS

Equilibrium 
simulation in ground 
or excited state 

Non-equilibrium MD Linear response theory approximation 

Non-equilibrium 
trajectories 



How do Linear Response and NEQ Compare?




Comparison with Experiments


No Gaussian decay seen in experiments 
 

Experimental resolution or crappy water model or crappy 
model for excitation?  



Frozen-Protein Simulations


X 

rigid 

Slow water dynamics intrinsic to 
water in the field of the protein 

Bagchi-Zewail (2002) 

Slow dynamics would be shut down 
(Flat water component: right for the 

wrong reasons) 

Halle (2005) 



Rigid protein eliminates slow component


X 

Dynamic Rigid 



Solvent fluctuations around  Rigid Protein


X 

Rigid 

Rigid protein lengthens 
residence time by ~ 1.8. 



Intrinsic solvent fluctuations do not cause slow component


Rigid protein 
Stokes shift 

X 

Rigid 

Flexible protein Stokes shift with t2 modified from 56ps to 120ps. 
(c2 = 2.7 kJ mol-1 for flexible protein. 



How are Protein and Water Modes Coupled?


Freezing protein slows down water diffusion 



How are Protein and Water Modes Coupled?


Rotational Dynamics of Water is also Slowed Down 



Hydrophobic Effects 
in Water




Why are hydrophobic effects important?


What biological processes rely on hydrophobic effects? 



Protein Folding and Micelle Formation


Protein Folding 

Micelle 
Formation 



Entropy-Convergence Protein Unfolding




Entropy-Convergence Small Hydrophobic Solutes


Solvation free energy is positive 
 

Temperature maximum: what does this mean? 



Length-scale dependence to hydrophobicity

Is the response of water around small vs larger 

hydrophobes the same? 



Water Structuring around Hydrophobic Groups


How does water differ around the two solutes? 



Two-length scale Hydrophobicity


David Chandler 



What causes hydrophobic molecules to aggregate?

Kauzmann’s explanation: 

 
What happens to water near methane? 

Ice-Berg  model of hydrophobic hydration 



Liberation of structured water

Kauzmann’s explanation: 

 
Liberation of structured water 

Entropic origin 



No evidence for structured/clathrate-cage

EXAFS: Structure factors  

No evidence for ordering of water 



Many molecular dynamics simulations …


Hydrogen atom in water: compare diffusion constant 
of hydrogen and cavity along with it (10 waters 

around the H atom) 



Hydrophobic Effects: Density Fluctuations

Solvation theory/behavior around solutes (hydrophobic or polar) 

Hydrophobic contributions 

exp(−βFeff (s)) = exp(−β(Uexc (s, r)+Uvdw (s, r)+Uqq (s, r))) r

Feff (s) = Fexc (s)+FvdW (s)+Fqq (s)



Density fluctuations in Water


Small length-scale density fluctuations are Gaussian  



Gaussian Fluctuations


What is the physical meaning of zero solvent centers? 

Pv (N ) ≈
1
2πσ v

exp −
(N − N

v
)2

2σ v

⎡

⎣
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥
⎥

N
v
= ρv

σ v = (δN )2
v



Free energy required to create a cavity


Δµv = −kBT lnPv (0)

Δµv ≈ kBT
v2ρ2

2σ v

+
1
2
ln(2πσ v )

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

What are the physical factors controlling the free energy 
of hydrophobic solvation? 



Chemical Potential for Small Solutes


Low solubility: positive free energy 
 

Large negative entropies 
 

Entropy Convergence in hydrophobic solutes 



Origins of entropy convergence


Δµv = −kBT lnPv (0)

Δµv ≈ kBT
v2ρ2

2σ v

+
1
2
ln(2πσ v )

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

How to lower free energy cost?  

Tρ2 ↓

σ 2 ↑



Origins of entropy convergence


Δµv ≈ Tρ
2 (T )x(v)+Ty(v)

Density: T dependence Compressibility 

Compressibility of water is not sensitive to temperature 

Δµv ≈ kBT
v2ρ2

2σ v

+
1
2
ln(2πσ v )

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

Solute Volume 



Origins of entropy convergence


Δµv ≈ Tρ
2 (T )x(v)+Ty(v)

Temperature dependence of density fluctuations in water 



What about large hydrophobic solutes?




Hydrophobic effects: Large Solutes


Δµ ≈ γA



Wetting of a hydrophobic solute

How much does water wet a hydrophobic solute? 

 
Results from simulation studies  



Solvation Energy-Length Scale: Hydrophobicity


ΔG
4πr2

Δµv ≈ kBT
v2ρ2

2σ v

+
1
2
ln(2πσ v )

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥



Assembly of hydrophobic solutes in water

Consider problems like protein folding or aggregation 

Why is it favorable to aggregate? 



Melittin Protein: Drying Transition


Observation of a dewetting transition in the collapse of the melittin tetramer 
Nature, 437 (2005) Berne and co-workers 



Drying Transition between Paraffin Plates




Molecular signatures of hydrophobicity


How can one distinguish between a hydrophilic vs a 
hydrophobic surface? 



Contact Angle and Hydrophobicity




Subtleties in hydrophobic effects

Insights from Molecular Dynamics simulations: Garde 

and co-workers 

Contact Angle and Water Density 



Subtleties in hydrophobic effects


Density fluctuations: compare hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
surface 



Hydrophilic vs hydrophobic effects 


Compare: single CH3 in a sea of OH vs single OH in a sea of CH3 

Compare: length of CH3 patch  



Fluctuations in density around a protein


Density fluctuations: 
 folded vs unfolded protein 

 
 
 

Similarity of unfolded 
protein to CH3 

 
 

Water density vs protein 
fluctuations? 



Long Range Hydrophobic Forces?


Long range forces: 10nm  



Suggested Explanations


Still remains controversial! 



Spectroscopic Signatures of Hydrophobicity


Enhanced tetrahedral order 
 

Dangling OH 



Coupling of Hydrophobicity and Electrostatics?




Non-Spherical Density Fluctuations


Rf =
3V
S

Rv =
3V
4π
⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟
1/3



Water/Solvent in Charge (Electron) 
Transfer




Marcus Theory


1952: William Libby 

Electron	Transfer	itself	is	the	rate	limi-ng	step	
	

Nuclei/Solvent	remain	frozen	during	the	en-re	ET	process	



Rates of Chemical Reactions

A+B↔C +D

Arrhenius	(1903	Nobel	Prize	
Chemistry)	

Henry	Eyring	(later	Wigner	
contributed	to	this)		

k ~ Aexp(− EA

kBT
) kTST ~

kBT
h
exp(−ΔGact

kBT
)



What Controls ET-Rate in Liquids?


D+ A↔D+ + A−

GR =GR
0 +
1
2
k(q− qR )

2

GP =GP
0 +
1
2
k(q− qP )

2

GP
0 −GR

0 =
k
2
q2 − 2qPq+ qP

2 − q2 + 2qRq− qR
2( )

2 (GP
0 −GR

0 )
k

= 2(qR − qP )q+ qP
2 − qR

2

qact = 1
2
(qR

2 − qP
2 )

(qR − qP )
+

ΔG0

k(qR − qP )

Note	same	k	



What Controls ET-Rate in Liquids?


ΔGact =
1
2
k 1
2
(qR

2 − qp
2 )

(qR − qP )
+

ΔG0

k(qR − qP )
− qR

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

2

λ =
1
2
k(qP − qR )

2

ΔGact =
λ +ΔG0( )2

4λ

Go	back	to	Arrhenius/TST	rate	looking	expressions	

ket = k0 exp(−
λ +ΔG0( )2

4λkBT
)

Purely	classical:	weak	electronic	coupling	between	D	and	A		



What is the Solvent Reorganization Energy?


ΔGact =
1
2
k 1
2
(qR

2 − qp
2 )

(qR − qP )
+

ΔG0

k(qR − qP )
− qR

⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

2

λ =
1
2
k(qP − qR )

2

ΔGact =
λ +ΔG0( )2

4λ

The energy required to take the reactants from the their 
minimum position to the minima of the products 



Marcus Theory: Include Solvent Fluctuations


ket = k0 exp(−
λ +ΔG0( )2

4λkBT
)

ket ↑,ΔG0 ↑ −ΔG0 = λ ket ↓,ΔG0 ↑

Anomalous	



The Inverted Regime


Experimental validation of theoretical prediction of inverted regime 
came in 1984 

 
(Closs, JACS 106, 3047 (1984)) 



The Inverted Regime: Experimental Validation


Rudolph	Marcus	



Combine TST with Landau-Zener Theory


ket =κelvn exp(−
λ +ΔG0( )2

4λkBT
)

2πγ ∝ Hab
2

TS
,κel ≈ PLZ ≈ 2πγ <<1



Effect of EC on the Barrier?


Electronic Coupling Reduces the Barrier 



“Solvent” Coordinates for ET?


ΔE(RN ) = EA (R
N )−EB (R

N )

WM (ΔE) = −kBT log pM (ΔE)+C

pM (ΔE) = δ(ΔE(RN )−ΔE)
M

Energy Gap 

Free Energy 

Probability 

Implies Linear Free Energy Relationship 

WA (ΔE)−WB (ΔE) = ΔE

Only Energy Gap as a coordinate 



Free Energy Linear in Energy Gap


pA (ΔE) =
exp(−βEA )δ(EA −EB −ΔE)∫ drN

QA

pA (ΔE) =
exp(−β(EB +ΔE))δ(EA −EB −ΔE)∫ drN

QA

pA (ΔE) =
QB

QA

exp(−βΔE)
exp(−βEB )∫ δ(EA −EB −ΔE)dr

N

QB

pA (ΔE) =
QB

QA

exp(−βΔE)pB (ΔE)

kBT log pA (ΔE)− kBT log pB (ΔE) = ΔA−ΔE



Gaussian Statistics


pM (ΔE) =
kM

2πkBT
exp −kM (ΔE − ΔE

M
)2 / 2kBT⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

WM (ΔE) = AM +
kM
2
(ΔE − ΔE

M
)2 + kBT

2
ln 2πkBT

kM

kA = kB = k =
1

ΔE
B
− ΔE

A

ΔA = 1
2

ΔE
A
+ ΔE

B( )

λ =
1
2

ΔE
B
− ΔE

A( )

WA (ΔE)−WB (ΔE) = ΔE



Marcus Free Energy: Energy Gap


WA (ΔE) =
1
4λ

ΔE − (ΔA+λ)( )2

WB (ΔE) =
1
4λ

ΔE − (ΔA−λ)( )2 +ΔA

ΔA = 1
2

ΔE
A
+ ΔE

B( )

λ =
1
2

ΔE
B
− ΔE

A( )

ΔAna =
λ +ΔA( )2

4λ



Other Interesting Points


ΔA = −kBT ln exp −
ΔE(R)
kBT

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

B

= kBT ln exp ΔE(R)
kBT

⎛

⎝
⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟

A

ΔA = ΔEB −
1

2kBT
σ B
2

ΔA = ΔEA +
1

2kBT
σ A
2

σ A
2 =σ B

2 = 2kBTλ = kBT (ΔEB −ΔEA )



Structure makers vs Structure 
breakers: Hofmeister Series




The Hofmeister Series


Albumin protein: 
 How do different salts salt-out or salt-in 

albumin in solution? 



How do different salts affect protein-precipitation 


Folding or precipitation results 
in reduction of surface area – 

“salt out” 

Stronger salting-out effect 



Structure makers and structure breakers


How do different ions perturb water network? 

Consider solvation structure around Fluoride vs Iodide? 

Consider solvation structure around Sodium ion vs Fluoride? 



Solvation Structure: Size vs Cation vs Anion


Compare orientation of water around Na+ vs F- 

Compare water structure around F- vs I- 



Ions competing for water and protein


Stronger water-ion binding (structuring) reduces protein-
water affinity 

Kosmotropes: Ice-like ordering of water 

Chaotropes: Disordering – liquid like 



Water around a Protein, Water 
dynamics & Glass Transition




Dynamics of Water


What is the life-time of HB’s in water? 

CHB (t) = h(0)h(t) / h

SHB (t) = h(0)H (t) / h

τ HB ≈ 0.5ps

τ HB ≈ 6.5ps



Vibrational Dynamics of Water


How does the frequency of vibration tell you about the 
strength of hydrogen bonds? 



What about the protein motions?




Consider glass transition temperature


Mean-square displacement of atoms changes after a 
particular temperature 



Solvent Mobility and Glass Transition




In-Silico Modeling of Water




What are the different types of water models?


Empirical Potentials 
 

(SPC/SPCE/TIP3P,TIP4P/TIP5P) 

Ab Initio Models 
 

(DFT (BLYP/PBE ..), QMC) 
Path-Integral Ab Initio Models 

 
(PIMD DFT, PIMD-XXX) 

Continuum  Di-electric models 
 

(COSMO) 



Empirical Potentials

Rigid Models: Fixed atom positions 

 
Flexible models: Atoms on springs 

 
Polarizable models: Include explicit polarization 

(SPC/SPCE/TIP3P,TIP4P/TIP5P) 



What is the role of Flexibility?




Bio-molecular Force-fields and Water models 


Wisdom is that FF should not be mixed 
 

FF fitting: experimental observables vs ab initio data 
 
 

SPC and SPC/E: GROMOS 
 
 

TIP3P: CHARMM and AMBER 
 
 

TIP4P/TIP5P/TIP4P-EW: OPLS 



How do models do for di-electric properties?




How about the diffusion coefficient?


FLEXIBLE 

RIGID 

POLARIZ
ABLE 



How about the melting temperature?




Density profiles as a function of Temperature




Hydration free energies of AA analogs


GROMOS apparently does the best 



Protein Glass Transition: Sensitivity to Water Model




“Ab Initio” Models of Water




DFT is an exact theory: Density Functional Zoo


Standard DFT functionals 
 over-structure water 



Importance of dispersion corrections


Van-der-Waal’s corrections 
are important for reducing 

over-structuring 

Still many issues with DFT 
functionals 



The Importance of Electron Exchange


RDFs 
Dipole 



A review on DFT Water




Back to hydrophobic interactions


Consider the PMF between two methane molecules in 
water 



How do ab initio and Empirical predictions compare


Apparent discrepancy between ab initio and empirical 



Other Approaches to Simulate Water: mb-POL


Paesani Group 



Other Approaches to Simulate Water: mb-POL




Other Approaches to Simulate Water: mb-POL




Path Integral Molecular Dynamics


Isomorphism between quantum partition function and P-
bead classical partition function 


